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A note from the Editors
We now are in our second Lockdown
this year! Make sure that you stay in
touch with friends and family either
by telephone, zoom just making sure
that while we can’t meet up with
each other at least we keep talking
so that no one feels alone.
Please keep sending all your poems,
recipes and stories.
Take care, look out for each other and enjoy the new normal that we are all trying
to get used to.
Sue & Melissa Boyden

Please post all copy for the December edition of Up The
Wreake! To
Sue Boyden
Email: sueboyden@msn.com
Mobile:07714752105
While the magazine isn’t being printed the copy, deadline is
the 20th of the month

Fitness At Its Best
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St Michael & All Angels Brooksby

Wedding of Jamie Ingham and Laura Coggins
We were very pleased to be at the venue on October 10th, for the
wedding of Jamie Ingham and Laura Coggins. I met with Laura a few
weeks ago to discuss the seating arrangements for 30 guests, this had
been difficult enough for her and then a further blow, the reduction to 15
guests only was announced. Laura and Jamie were very keen to be
married and decided to go ahead. So as not to offend anyone, they
limited the guests to parents, bridesmaids and best man. Reverend David
officiated and the ceremony took place in the choir stalls surrounded by
lovely flower arrangements. We all enjoyed John Norburn playing the
organ and this was complemented by Cat Stephens singing Morning has
Broken which was beautiful. The bride and groom looked very happy and
managed some lovely photographs in between the showers. We wish
them both a long and happy marriage.
Jeanne Knowles Churchwarden
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The photographs below were kindly supplied by Bill Haddon photographybybillhaddon.co.uk/
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Up the Wreake Book Club
Let me know your views on these books, have you
already read them or are you just reading them now?
We will run this feature while we are in lockdown so we
can all share what we are reading. Let me know what
you are reading give it a review and I can add it to the list

Email: sueboyden@msn.com
Hamnet by Maggie O’Farrell

Reviews I have read all seem to view this novel as
an exploration of Agnes (Ann) Shakespeare’s
response to their son Hamnet’s death. I saw it
more as a novel about a sixteenth century
extended family in Stratford, with Will and Agnes
at it’s centre, coping with life’s many problems,
and crucially Hamnet’s death.

He doesn’t in fact die until two thirds way through
the book, so we initially see Agnes and her brother
Bartholomew as children on the family farm, coping with the loss of their
mother and living with a stepmother. The difficult courtship of Will and
Agnes is a delight, and we learn of both families opposition to their
marriage.
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We become aware of Will’s violent father, a glove-maker who was once a
prosperous Alderman but now shunned by the community following a
shady deal. Will has a close relationship with his sister Eliza and several
brothers, all living at home with his parents.

Will and Agnes have a daughter Susannah, and then the twins Judith and
Hamnet. Certainly most of the novel is told from Agnes’ viewpoint,
particularly around the births of the children and Hamnet’s death. She
also shares her sadness, and at times anger that Will spends most of his
time in London and rarely writes to her.

Although Shakespeare isn’t named except as, the son, father, brother, or
husband, the sense of him and his dilemmas is very strong throughout.
We see his more complex viewpoint, illustrating the effort of continuously
writing plays and keeping his company together and profitable. In spite of
their long separation, we don’t doubt their devotion to each other, and
the desperation of both of them at the death of their son.

The ending is particularly deft. Having spent years unable to understand
at any level, Will’s life in London, Agnes glimpses the monastic existence
needed to focus on writing, his life as an actor at the Globe, and the
reason for his writing Hamlet.

This is beautifully written and excellently paced. I think it is an
outstanding novel and I hope the mournful reviews won’t discourage
readers.
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Clearly they haven’t discouraged the judges, because Hamnet has won the
Women’s Prize for Fiction 2020.

Hamnet was the first Maggie O’Farrell novel I had read. Fans tell me that
she usually writes novels about temporary families. Having loved Hamnet,
I have now read “After You’d Gone’ and am now reading ‘I Am, I Am, I
Am’.

After You’d Gone, is centred on Alice, a young woman lying in a hospital
bed in a coma. As Alice drifts between levels of consciousness, we learn
about her great love affair, and the loss of her lover, her childhood, and
crucially her family relationships.

She is presented as rather a wild child, very different from her two sisters.
Her teenage years, student life, and happy experiences with her lover are
portrayed with brilliant perception. The strongest emotions are reserved
for her descriptions of the total blankness Alice feels when her lover dies.
Her comfortably settled sisters want to help her but an additional crisis is
consuming Alice
What has she seen at Edinburgh Station that made her return to London
immediately?
This is Maggie O’Farrell’s debut novel, and is a highly accomplished
portrait of the complexities of love, loss, loyalty, and family life. I’ve
certainly joined the ranks of her fans.

Julie Phillips.
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St Peters
Kirby Bellars Cleaning Rota
For October and November
2020

November 2020
Jean and Mick Charles,
Anne Wileman

December 2020
Gay Dowell
Wendy Roulston
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VIDA’S NOVEMBER/DECEMBER GARDEN
My goodness its getting chilly and windy so wrap up warm and remember
to do a few simple warm up stretches/exercises before you start work in
your garden then hopefully your back will be alright but don’t do too
much work in one go.
With Nigel’s help we shall be covering the allotment with special covers
that suppress the weeds but let the water pass through then hopefully
next spring it will be weed free and ready to plant.
I shall be using the leaf blower to blow the fallen
leaves onto the grass and then use the mower
on a higher blade to clear them up, this makes
leaf clearing a bit easier.

Any tools you have finished using for the
season should be cleaned, sharpened, oiled
and put away so they are ready for next year.
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During November you can plant tulips for spring flowering, garlic and
broad beans (I have planter Aquadulce always a good doer) in the
vegetable plot.
I shall cut down my autumn fruiting raspberry canes down to ground level
. Check any fruit you have stored on a regular basis in case any have
started to rot.
If you don’t have time before the weather turns really frosty/snowy or
just plain awful to get everything done don’t worry there is always next
year.
Let’s hope next year is more relaxing and we have our old everyday lives
back.
Have a wonderful Christmas.
Cheers Vida Gregory
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HOBY HOP 2020
This years Race was held on 4th October following all of the relevant
guidance, having been delayed from 14th June due to the effects of a
global pandemic.
44 out of 61 registered runners made there way to the start line for this
year’s race with starting waves 1 and 2 containing the front runners the
scene was set for a very close race, as the final waves set off some 9
minutes after the first runners the wait was on to see who would claim
the fastest time.
As the first & second wave returned Martin James lead the way beating
No1 seed Tom Hanson by 1 minute 13 seconds, the wait was now on to
see if anyone could beat the top two, this proved not to be the case, and
as the final results came in the big surprize of the day came from Desford
Striders as Ruth Boat scored the highest finish for any lady since 2018 and
highest placed Desford Strider since David Yarnell.
After the race reports emerged that most runners had covered the old
route due to missing signs after detailed checking this had no impact on
the full race results. We hope to return to our normal race weekend in
2021.
Results
First Male: Martin James (poplar runners) 38:23
First Vet Male: Martin James (Poplar runners) 38:23
First Female: Ruth Boat (Desford Striders) 43:55
First Vet Female: Sarah Fahy (Unattached) 44:06
First local Male: Alan Thompson (Stilton Striders) 39:58
First Team Female: (Stilton Striders) 2:23:37
First Junior male: Ryan Frake (Unattached) 58:17
First junior female: Chole Young (stilton Striders) 46:35
13

We would like to thank our entire team of marshals, and everyone who
has sponsored prizes and help make this event the local success it has
become profits from this year’s race will go to local Charites Rainbows,
Loros and community Lunches.
Many thanks
Stuart Gregory
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Did you know Trees are part of the Carbon Solution!
Your Help is Vital!
Over the past months many of us have really appreciated walks in the
countryside around our Parish. At present we are lucky enough to have
trees in our hedgerows lining the lanes on the roads in our Parish.
However, in Leicestershire the number of cases of ash dieback has
increased significantly since 2019 and this
is true in our Parish.
As the Parish Tree wardens, we have been
working to quantify the number of trees in
our Parish, how many are ash trees and
the stage the disease is at in these trees.
With the help of a few other stalwart volunteers we have been carrying
out tree and hedgerow surveys. We have found ash trees that are dead
and those that are in the latter stages of the disease. Although the survey
is still not finished we have found a high percentage of the Parish trees
are ash and many are demonstrating signs of the
disease. This is a huge concern at a time when
David Attenborough, Chris Packham and many more
well known experts are telling us that we all need to
up our game in helping to slow the temperature rise
of the planet and bring the carbon levels down.
Trees can help with this as they can help to combat
15

the rise in temperature in our cities and towns. They can also help clean
the harmful gases from the air. Many of you are only too aware of
increased traffic and the speed of traffic through our villages. This all
adds to a poorer air quality in the Parish. With less trees, as we lose them
to ash dieback the air filtering that they do will be lost with the tree.
Trees can also help alleviate flooding if planted in the right places and are
the right species of trees. We have to be more committed to saving and
appreciating what these magnificent trees are doing for us. We need to
become more in tune and understand how the trees are providing us with
oxygen in our air. For every tree we lose that is less oxygen. With the
surveying we have done so far about 50% of ash, the main tree species in
our Parish, will have either died or be in the latter stages of the disease
and therefore not performing well in its role of taking out the carbon
dioxide and giving us back our valuable oxygen. Trees lower our carbon
footprint so it is fairly obvious with these losses our footprint will rise. It is
important to understand that the mature trees are the ones that are
already making a difference right now so please think very carefully if you
want to remove a mature tree. Ask yourself is it really necessary, could
you just pollard the tree, lift its crown or undertake minor trimming
works.
Also, we need to be thinking about the future for the children of today
and their children and start to plant trees for them. Over the last two
years a minimum of 200 trees have been planted in Hoby ward. Brooksby
students planted another 400 on College land, so we have made a good
start. Can any of you plant a tree in your garden? There are some small
native garden trees which could really help improve the air quality and at
the same time help the wildlife that feed or breed in or under them or just
use them as a place to rest. Native wild cherry, mountain ash (rowan) or
crab apples are all good garden species.
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If you are reading this and think where am I going
to put a tree in my garden? Don’t fret as you
may be aware from previous articles we have
written that we are happy to receive any self-set
native trees (excluding ash trees) for the tree
nursery we are setting up in the Parish. So if,
whilst gardening or out and about on your land
you come across any small (from 2 to 24 inch
high) self-set trees, please dig around the roots
carefully and transfer them to a small pot filled with peat-free compost.
We ask for peat free compost as peatlands cover just 3% of the earth’s
surface but store more carbon than any other habitat on land (more than
twice the carbon of all the world’s forests put together). But when
damaged, as in the UK, they release carbon contributing to climate
change. This is why restoring our peatlands is so essential. If some of the
children in the Parish would like to collect conkers, acorns or any other
seeds and grow their own trees we would love to have them in a few
years once they have germinated and grown to a few feet tall.
We would welcome any of the following native trees: oak, beech, field
maple, hazel, walnut, horse chestnut, whitebeam, rowan, crab apple, wild
cherry, dogwood and hawthorn trees. We can arrange to collect them if
you let us know where you live in the Parish or you can email us and
arrange to deliver them.
The aim is to plant these trees in hedgerows as a replacement programme
for the loss of trees that is inevitable due to ash dieback. We also want to
be able to offer free trees to landowners if they have areas available or
gaps in hedgerows to fill. Growing our own is more bio-secure. Many of
the disease infecting our trees are arriving from the continent and over
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recent years there has been a lot of effort put into the tightening of plant
import regulations.
gbarker2@btinternet.com
Garry and Candice Barker
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Charter for better Eco - living
The Need
There has been a dramatic fall in the range of species once living on our
beautiful Blue Planet. Much of this is due to inconsiderate human activity
and a lack of awareness, by all of us..
The balance of nature is important, in fact many experts believe that our
own existence could be threatened if we loose this biodiversity.
Often big solutions are needed which require government and
international action e.g. the destruction of the Amazon Rain Forest. But
what can we do in our own everyday lives to help encourage biodiversity?
Below, is an incomplete list of some of the day to day practices which will
be familiar to some people and you may think of others.
Birds
If not already involved, consider feeding birds Several once - common
bird species are under threat. Ideally have feeders where you can see
them. it can be fascinating, especially with some binoculars close to hand.
You might choose a general seed mix which will attract a wide range of
birds or a food such as Sunflower hearts especially loved by Goldfinch.
Likewise, other species have their particular tastes e.g., Robins love
mealworms, Blue tits love peanuts, etc. Fat-balls embedded e.g.with
seed provide energy. Whatever you offer remember to provide water
especially during hot dry weather.
Consider joining a national Garden Birdwatch scheme such as that run by
the British Trust for Ornithology (BTO) Besides providing enhanced
interest such a scheme helps to monitor the health and distribution
patterns of birds locally and nationally. This information highlights trends
in numbers indicating species in greatest need.
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Avoid using poisonous slug pellets..
Insects,
Many are vital for pollination. Butterflies, various Bees, Hover Flies are
the more obvious ones but there are hundreds of others.
Consider growing appropriate plants and shrubs There are lots of different
shrubs listed as encouraging wildlife, perhaps not all as conspicuous as
Buddleia, the “Butterfly Bush” There are also numerous wildflower mixes
available.
No pollination, means no fertilisation and hence no fruit, no seeds, no
nuts, Moreover this would mean depleted supermarket shelves,
An increase in insects also provides important feed for birds. Consider
making or buying an “Insect Hotel” and/or allowing a Log pile to rot. May
not look “tidy” but a little “untidiness” can go a long way towards
biodiversity. A few nettles tucked away in a corner can be beneficial. The
Woodland Trust also offer aids, such as a Ceramic Hive for Bumble Bees.
Hedgehogs.
They feed on slugs. (Hurray..) So, please don’t use poisonous slug pellets..
Allow a part of your garden, perhaps near a perimeter,, to be less “tidy”
and provide a bit of cover for them to sleep during the day and hibernate
over winter. You can buy hedgehog houses but if not a few selected
branches, could do the trick..
Feed them especially in the Autumn before they hibernate. Specialist
Hedgehog food, or Kitten feed pellets can be used If cats steal them then
a small, low, brick structure (8 bricks) with a lid on top can keep them at
bay. Liaise with your neighbours to provide a small (6inch /15cm.gap) in
your boundary fences to allow hedgehogs the freedom to roam. They do
get around a lot searching for food, water, and a mate
20

Trees.
Benefits are fundamental and well recognised in helping prevent global
warming.
Choose trees appropriate to the size of your garden
Consider joining the Woodland Trust and support tree planting and care
for our woodlands.
Garden Pond
Probably the most effective way of encouraging wildlife but needs space
and seasonal care. Get advice..
Compost.
Buy Peat - free. Consider making your own compost. It can be
fascinating! Wooden pallets can be used or stand-alone structures with a
lid but no bottom! Gives access to earthworms and other little critters.
Lawn cuttings, vegetable waste, shredded cardboard, and even small
twigs. Mixture of greens and browns ideal. Regular mixing helps but is
not essential unless in a hurry.. Sprinkle in a bit of rich soil as a starter,
thereby adding billions of microbes including the fascinating mycorrhizal
fungi. Compost enriches the soil, improves structure, encourages
earthworms, deeper roots, and better plant health.
Consider cutting back on chemicals. Cooked waste should be soil
composted and not used in normal compost (Rats..)

General
Re-cycle diligently.
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Use low temperature settings on your washing machine.
Consider eating more vegetarian based foods, with consequent reduction
in meat, especially beef. (Ouch!)
Likewise appraise the amount of dairy produce you consume (Ouch!
Ouch))
Try turning down your room thermostat by 1 degree and wear an extra
layer of clothes.
Don’t overfill your kettle.
If your car needs replacing, consider hybrid or electric
Be aware of how you spend your money.. are you an ethical consumer?
Where is your pension invested?
Global Warming
And where does all this fit in with Global Warming or are the two
problems unrelated?
One obvious link is what is happening with the Rain forests, in the
Amazon, 60% of which are in Brazil. They are often said to be the lungs of
the whole planet.
The Amazon, we are told, represents over half of the rainforests in the
world with an estimated 390 billion trees and shared by 16,000 different
species. Much of it is currently being lost and the land cleared to grow
crops particularly soya bean. Besides a loss of species Its destruction
would lead to enormous amounts of carbon being released into the
atmosphere.
Another obvious link is the melting of the polar ice and its effect on the
native wildlife such as Polar Bears, walrus etc.
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While the above serve as complex problems difficult for we as individuals
to resolve, there are many every- day ways in which we can have an
influence, especially if everyone gets involved in doing something no
matter how little

Check your Eco - living activities
The Need
As you know, there has been a dramatic fall in the range of species once
living on our beautiful Blue Planet. Much of this is due to inconsiderate
human activity and a lack of awareness, by all of us..
The balance of nature is important, in fact many experts believe that our
own existence could be threatened if we loose this biodiversity.
Often big solutions are needed which require government and
international action e.g. the destruction of the Amazon Rain Forest. But
what can we do in our own everyday lives to help encourage biodiversity?
Self-Assessment
Below, is an incomplete list of some of the day to day practices which will
be familiar to you Check to see how you are doing!
After each point raised there is a ( ) showing the number of marks
which you can score for yourself. At the end you can award up to 10
more marks for further points not covered. Don’t worry too much about
the “marking scheme” - it’s probably very dodgy!
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Birds
Feeding birds (5 marks for however you do this) Several once - common
bird species are under threat. Ideally have feeders where you can see
them. it can be fascinating, especially with some binoculars close to hand.
You might choose a general seed mix (1mark) which will attract a wide
range of birds or a food such as Sunflower hearts (1) especially loved by
Goldfinch. Likewise, other species have their particular tastes e.g., Robins
love mealworms (1), Blue tits love peanuts (1) etc. Fat-balls (1)
embedded e.g. with seed provide energy. Whatever you offer remember
to provide water (2) especially during hot dry weather.
Consider joining a national Garden Birdwatch scheme (5) such as that
run by the British Trust for Ornithology (BTO) Besides providing enhanced
interest such a scheme helps to monitor the health and distribution
patterns of birds locally and nationally. This information highlights trends
in numbers indicating species in greatest need.
Avoid using poisonous slug pellets..(3)
20
……

Marks out of

Insects,
Many are vital for pollination. Butterflies, various Bees, Hover Flies are
the more obvious ones but there are hundreds of others.
Consider growing appropriate plants and shrubs There are lots of different
shrubs listed as encouraging wildlife, perhaps not all as conspicuous as
Buddleia, the “Butterfly Bush”
(1) Name 2 others for 1 mark each) There are also numerous wildflowers
mixes available. (2 marks if you use these)
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No pollination, means no fertilisation and hence no fruit, no seeds, no
nuts, Moreover this would mean depleted supermarket shelves,
An increase in insects also provides important food for birds. Consider
making or buying an “Insect Hotel” (2) and/or allowing a Log pile (3) to
rot. May not look “tidy” but a little “planned untidiness” (2) can go a long
way towards biodiversity. A few nettles (2) tucked away in a corner can
be beneficial. The Woodland Trust also offer aids, such as a Ceramic Hive
for Bumble Bees. (1)
Marks out of 15
……

PTO
Hedgehogs.
They feed on slugs. (Hurray..) So, please don’t use poisonous slug pellets.
(2)
Allow a part of your garden, perhaps near a perimeter,, to be less “tidy”
and provide a bit of cover for them to sleep during the day and hibernate
over winter.(2).You can buy hedgehog houses but if not a few selected
branches, could do the trick..(2)
Feed them especially in the Autumn before they hibernate.(2) Specialist
Hedgehog food , or Kitten feed pellets can be used If cats steal them then
a small, low, brick structure (8 bricks) with a lid on top can keep them at
bay. Liaise with your neighbours to provide a small (6inch /15 cm) gap in
your boundary fences (2) to allow hedgehogs the freedom to roam.
They do get around a lot searching for food, water, and a mate
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Marks
out of 10

…….

Trees.
Benefits are fundamental and well recognised in helping prevent global
warming.
Choose trees appropriate to the size of your garden (5)
Consider joining the Woodland Trust and support tree planting and care
for our woodlands. (5)
Marks out of 10
……
Garden Pond (10)
Probably the most effective way of encouraging wildlife but needs space
and seasonal care. Get advice..
Marks
out of 10

…..

Compost.
Buy Peat - free. (2) Consider making your own compost. (4) It can be
fascinating! Wooden pallets can be used or stand-alone structures with a
lid but no bottom! Gives access to earthworms and other little critters.
Lawn cuttings, vegetable waste, shredded cardboard, and even small
twigs. Mixture of greens and browns ideal. Regular mixing helps but is
not essential unless in a hurry.. Sprinkle in a bit of rich soil as a starter,
thereby adding billions of microbes including the fascinating mycorrhizal
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fungi. Compost enriches the soil, improves structure, encourages
earthworms, deeper roots and better plant health.
Consider cutting back on chemicals. (2) Meat or fish leftovers should be
soil composted (2)and not used in normal compost (Rats..)
Marks
out of 10

…..

General
Re-cycle diligently. (4)
Use low temperature settings on your washing machine. (2)
Consider eating more vegetarian based foods, with consequent reduction
in meat, especially beef. (2) (Ouch!)
Likewise appraise the amount of dairy produce you consume (1) (Ouch!
Ouch))
Try turning down your room thermostat by 1 degree and wear an extra
layer of clothes. (2)
Don’t overfill your kettle. (1)
If your car needs replacing, consider hybrid or electric
Be aware of how you spend your money.. are you an ethical consumer?
(2)
Where is your pension invested? (1)
Marks
out of 15

…..
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Possible Bonus Points: Give yourself an extra mark for every other
relevant point not mentioned above. Maximum 10 marks (Let us know
what these points are..)

Marks to date out of 90.

…….

Bonus Marks out of 10

…….

Total Marks out of 100

Has anyone scored over 80??

Dennis Hurst
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………

Lockdown Hedgehog House
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Quilt and Stitch Crafting

Quilt and Stitch Crafting Ideas for you to get creative in Lockdown No.2
These amazing pieces were created by Leslie Case, If you need any advice on
making your own version of these designs you can email Leslie at
lesliemcase@mac.com
WANTED
Experienced canvas repairer to fix a 1920’s art canvas.
Can you do this? Can you recommend someone?
Please contact lesliemcase@mac.com
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REMEMBERANCE SUNDAY 2020
LEST WE FORGET

An amazing display of poppies people have made.
Displayed on a house wall, as the church couldn’t be decorated,
doesn’t it look great!
Sent in by Ruth Robinson

Sent in by Leslie Case
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Autumn Wreath Ideas

Made by Helen Walters
Made by Melissa Boyden & Jean Dickson
Wreath by Melissa Boyden & Jean Dickson
As this was my first wreath I purchased a ready made plain green wreath,
which you can purchase from most craft retailers. I then attached copper
fairy lights.
Each season my Grandma (Jean) and I switch up the flowers and
decorations.
As you can see above, this Autumn we have added autumnal coloured
flowers, pinecones, conkers, rags of material shaped into bows, feathers
and scented orange segments.
Our most recent additions are the coloured birds and even a motion
sensor singing bird!
Foraging for materials
Most of our artificial flowers are second hand but this season we
purchased some from ‘Slightly Potty’ which made a great addition. To
complete the rest of the wreath we collect things on walks such as sticks,
conkers and leaves.
By saving materials such as pieces of fabric and present wrapping items,
your wreath will be filled in no time!
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Hoby Church Autumn News

Four years ago, the Leicester branch of NADFAS (National Association of
Decorative and Fine Arts Societies, now known simply as The Arts Society)
approached Vic and Maureen and asked for permission to study Hoby church as
part of their church recording project. It was anticipated that it would take two
to three years to compile the record. A team of 13 people undertook the
challenge of measuring, photographing, researching and then writing a
description of every object within the church. This time-consuming project was
undertaken by a group of volunteers that were tied to a rigid pattern of
recording set out by NADFAS. Once every team member had completed their
own particular section this was then checked by an experienced church recorder
before being sent off to experts for further checking. Due to the illness of one of
these experts there was a considerable delay in the completion of the record
until September 2020. A special service was planned for the handover of the
record, but due to Covid-19 restrictions this was unable to take place. However,
on October 22nd the team leader, Ann Lewis, presented Vic with the completed
printed and bound document on a glorious autumn morning outside the church.
Afterwards, Ann was able to briefly enter the church to see alterations made
since the record had been sent away for checking. Whilst the record we now
have doesn’t reflect the church as it is today this is still a valuable record of a
time in the church’s history. Long after we are all gone future historians will
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have a complete record of the church as it was between 2016 and 2018. Copies
of the Hoby record will also be held in the Victoria and Albert Museum Archive
and Historic England Archive.
On October 31st, Halloween, Hoby Church hosted the children of the village and
their parents as they brought their carved pumpkins to church. They had a
different face though, of hearts for eyes, a cross for the nose and a fish for the
mouth. The opportunity to share in conversation was enjoyed by all. The
children left with a goodie bag to take home. Hoby DCC was delighted to see all
the children at church and would like to thank our curate Revd Crystal for this
successful initiative.
During October and November, we have a carpenter on site carrying out repairs
to church doors, pews and other furniture. Some items have been in need of
repair for many years and will be much valued when complete

Following on from the carpenter we have a major clean of the church which is
required following on from the project work to install the toilet and servery. So,
by the end of November the church should be well and truly ready for Christmas.
The uncertain times we are currently in make it difficult to plan ahead, but as we
look forward into December and the Christmas period we can at least announce
that there will be a Christmas tree outside the church from early December. The
Christmas tree is a donation from an anonymous benefactor. Hoby Church
greatly appreciates this generosity
Details regarding any church events that become possible will appear on the
village notice boards, on HwR Neighbourhood Watch and in Up the Wreake!
HOBY DCC
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DON’T WASTE YOUR PUMPKINS!
Pumpkin and orange cake

Ingredients:
300g self raising flour
300g light muscovado sugar
3 tsp mixed spice
2 tsp bicarbonate of soda
175g sultanas
½ tsp salt
4 eggs, beaten
200g butter, melted
zest 1 orange
1 tbsp orange juice
500g (peeled weight) pumpkin flesh, grated
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Method:
Preheat the oven to 180C/fan 160C/gas 4 and butter a baking tin.
Put the flour, sugar, spice, bicarbonate of soda, sultanas and salt into a
large bowl and stir to combine. Beat the eggs into the melted butter, stir
in the orange zest and juice, then mix with the dry ingredients till
combined. Stir in the pumpkin. Pour the batter into the tin and bake for
30 mins, or until golden and springy to the touch.
Whilst the sponge is cooking make some butter cream using a flavouring
and/or a food colouring of your choice.
Once the sponge has completely cooled, use a palette knife to spread the
butter cream over the top of the cake and in the centre.
If you’re making the cake ahead, keep it in the fridge then take out as
many pieces as you want 30 mins or so before serving. Will keep, covered,
for up to 3 days in the fridge.
Melissa Boyden
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Slightly Potty Flower Event

Slightly Potty Flower Event
It is the first time I have attended this event, but it will not be the last!
My friend, Helen and I had a brilliant time looking at the flower arrangements,
Christmas crafts, presents and decorations, garden ornaments, jams, cakes and
having a go at the raffle!
I bought some loose flowers which made a great addition to my autumn wreath
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(see ‘Autumn Wreath Ideas’ article page 33) and of course I couldn’t leave
without a coffee and walnut cake, which was very tasty.
This event has been taking place for approximately 20 years, and although
COVID 19 made it tough for the organisers this year, I’m so glad it went ahead
and that they still made a hefty £2300.

The Rotherby recipe book was also on sale at the event
and it is still available to purchase if you are interested
£7.95.
So far £1505 has been raised for Rotherby Church Funds.
If you are interested in a copy, please contact :
Serena.rotherby@gmail.com
Tel. no. 01664 434206
Excellent for Christmas Presents
They go easily in the post
or can be dropped on doorsteps
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Knitting Patterns - Kindly Supplied by Leslie Case
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Actors & Films2 Answers
1. Liam Neeson – Schindler’s List
2. Frances McDormand – Fargo
3. Anthony Perkins – Psycho
4. Sigourney Weaver – Alien
5. Kristen Stewart – Twilight
6. Rosamund Pike – Gone Girl
7. Malcolm McDowell – A Clockwork Orange
8. Natalie Portman – The Black Swan
9. Audrey Hepburn – Breakfast at Tiffany’s
10. Cint Eastwood – The Good, The Bad and The Ugly
11. Orson Wells – Citizen Kane
12. Sam Neill – Jurassic Park
13. Molly Ringwald – Breakfast Club
14. Kevin Spacey – The Usual Suspect
15. David Bowie – Labyrinth
16. Leonardo De Caprio – Inception
17. Robert De Niro – Taxi Driver
18. Kate Winslett – Titanic
19. Humphrey Bogart – Casablanca
20. Judy Garland – The Wizard of Oz
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Halloween Wordsearch
How many Halloween themed words can you find in this Wordsearch?
F R AN K E N S T E I N ED AC T A C K C A L B
A K Q P KWDM V GOG Z R C R Y P TWS I Q L
AQOP EHROH Y EQP A T D V AMP I R EG
RA UHQAOON K VR E YOGU F OT BD L C
CE A V HD SQON EHN E T H AUN T BH S I
R R N C O T Q F R R X P T VWO B F S P Y C MG
E A MOWX T Q D E X L A A CW T L T WV X M A
EMB I OZ AM L T J NGROAO L EMZ X ZM
P T A S YMECUNMS RGS I A V R E B E H K
Y H T D L J RU A AOX AR T K D Y R I A F OC
QG S E I Z T R C L T K MD UM E L MC UWB A
F I QS VQR S KOND F ZMHG L K P T NG L
F N X O E J O E F K A O C O E L WU E Y N U O B
Q B Z P D L K B F C H P OW I P Y K V T Z C B H
A R WM R Y C H D A P Y O H L J E S U G O N L Z
KO I OAD I B L J O L T HG I R F T OXN I J
J O Z CGNR V Z U F C Y P RCOF F I N K N P
DMA EOA T F VMOP T E EHCR J R KMB F
B S RDNC S X A T RH EOC I GD SD BCC E
L T DWC O B N Y I D B G Y B B B S C R E A MM
O I N I OUC L OA KNRN Z E FMR P YMA A
O C U T V S E L D N A C E J W Y R Y OWQ B O F
D K T C E COBWE B S E I HR Z A C Z J MNN
F I QHN Z Z DR A CU L A F L EGOB L I N T
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